INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing aims to provide convenient, on-demand, network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g. networks, servers, storage, applications, and services), which can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interactions [1] . As cloud computing is achieving increased popularity, concerns are being voiced about the security issues introduced through the adoption of this new model, which make users anxious about safety and reliability. Users in cloud environment need some mechanisms or approaches to protect data from undesired disclosure. However, traditional approaches or mechanisms based on access control policy are not adequate as they expect that the entities can be statically enumerated and assigned the appropriate privileges in advance. In cloud computing, actually, the entities often do not know each other and need to trust other entities before taking an action. At the same time, the users have to outsource their sensitive data to clouds and feel that they are failure to control over their data, which are generally beyond the same trusted domain as data owners.
Moreover, due to highly distributed, non-transparency and dynamic natures of cloud computing, cloud users confuse that whether cloud service providers can be trusted. Thus, it is a significant issue that how to provide trustworthy computing in cloud environment and how to establish a certain mechanism or approach to help cloud users in selecting a reliable service provider.
A new dynamic trust evaluation approach for cloud computing is proposed in this paper and Dirichlet
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distribution is introduced to calculate the value of trust degree. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section 2, related works of trust are introduced, and trust problem definitions are described in section 3. A dynamic trust approach for cloud computing is proposed and multi-level Dirichlet distribution are introduced to compute the value of trust degree in 4th section, the confidence factor and the time-decay factor are also represented in this section.
In the 5th section the simulations and comparatives are made for effectiveness verification of approach. The paper is concluded in the last section.
II.
RELATED WORK
Even though trust is a human notion, which is introduced to the area of computer science as the seminal work by
Marsh [2] , many researches on trust evaluation, however, have been extensively performed for a wide range of applications, such as public key authentication [3] , [4] , electronics commerce [5] , peer-to-peer networks [6] , [7] , ad hoc and sensor networks [8] - [11] . Trust established in these service environments are successfully used to support users to select the dependable service providers. In recent years, similar issues of establishing trust are already known from cloud computing, and related ideas are needed to support cloud users in selecting trustworthy cloud service providers.
Khan KM et al. [12] give an outline of solutions using emerging technologies for establishing trust in cloud computing. Takabi H et al. [13] x Dir  . The Dirichlet PDF can express as below: x   where the prior distribution of x is uniform. Since the Dirichlet distribution is a conjugate prior of the multinomial distribution, the posteriori distribution does also sever the Dirichlet distribution, and stands for addition operation. which usually is also described as shown below: 
The approach based on Dirichlet distribution PDF allows cloud users to update the trust degree value after transactions between cloud users and service providers are 
B. Overall trust degree value
In our approach, , () 
is a parameter reflecting the confidence that the user i trusts service provider j directly.
C. Confidence Factor and Time Factor
Obviously, the more the number of the interactions among cloud users and service providers, the higher weight the trust degree, and the higher confidence factor which is introduced to estimate the trust degree. It is worth mentioning that the confidence factor level should be maximized if the trust degree is greater than a trust threshold value. For the sake of simplicity and ease of calculation, we define the function as: Bad mouthing attack, ballot-stuffing attack , on-off attack and conflicting behavior attack are used to observed as long as recommendations are taken into consideration. VI.
CONCLUSION
It is a critical issue to establish a certain trustworthy computing mechanism or approach to help a cloud user in selecting a reliable service provider in cloud environment.
The approach of multi-level Dirichlet distribution to compute the value of trust degree for cloud computing is proposed in this paper and the confidence factor and time decay factor are both taking into account for trust evolution.
The distribution of a cloud user's dynamic trustworthiness can be computed by using Dirichlet distribution PDF in accordance with the history-based experiences or recommendations. Simulations are to be set up to observe the performance of the approach, and it is shown in the simulations that Dirichlet distribution approach for cloud computing is effective and efficient for a cloud user to compute the value of trust degree.
